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Abstract: This work presents a systematic methodology to model Automated Manufacturing Systems using Petri Nets.
The modelling strategy consists in the definition and the interconnection of some generic Petri Net models applied to the
discrete-event dynamic behaviour of the equipments and its procedures. It is based on the industrial standards ISA-88 and
ISA-95, where the classification of equipment and the definition of their generic process tasks are suggested, separately of
the product manufacturing recipes. The approach provides a formal and ordered methodology to study industrial
automated systems where the equipment availability, storage limitations, sharing resources and logic precedence between
process tasks appear in the Petri model. A complete case of study related to an automated cell is presented which includes
a network of PLC’s and industrial robots.
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1. Introduction

DES model to facilitate the manufacturing of
different and concurrent products [1, 6].

The coordination of equipment of Automated
Manufacturing Systems (AMS’s) has been
widely studied by the Discrete-event systems
(DES) community, due to the asynchronous
and concurrent dynamical behaviours that can
be captured by some logical and temporal
mathematical structures as Finite State
Automata (FSA) or Petri Nets (PN) [1].The PN
formalism has the advantage of a clear
graphical description and mathematical support
to represent logical dependences, process
synchronization, resource allocation, etc.
avoiding in this way, the exponential state
growth of the FSA in the modelling of real
AMS’s [2, 3].

Despite of the mathematical advances in the
dynamics of the original and modified PN
formalisms applied to AMS’s, the most of the
approaches do not provide the clarity to the
automation engineers to visualize the
advantages of a DES model in a real AMS and
the use of its mathematical analysis for the
productivity improvement. In this sense, a
recent interest in the DES community focuses
on the modelling and translation of the PN
models to the local controllers of the AMS
attending the restrictions and suggestions of
industrial standards. Thus, the control
implementation is extrapolated from the pure
mathematical analysis to the industrial
automation context. Two of these standards are
the ISA-88 [7] and ISA-95[8] which proposes
the AMS coordination through the hierarchical
classification of the equipment and the
definition of generic process tasks. Thus, the
manufacturing of products is reduced to a
recipe composed by the serial or concurrent
ordering of the process tasks obeying logic
precedences, storage limitations and the
availability of the human and material
resources. This task-based modelling is suitable
for the case of flexible AMS, where the market

The AMS DES-based modelling is commonly
addressed in two control levels. The low level
deals with the design of routines of pneumatic,
hydraulic and electrical devices and its
translation to the programming languages of
local controllers like PLC’s, for instance[4,
5].On the other hand, the high level studies the
case of equipment and modules coordination of
AMS, where the concurrency, blocking, fault
detections, time optimization of routines and
the computer-based supervision appear in the
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conditions, customer requirements and delivery
times demand the manufacturing of different
products within the same day. So the
coordination of the AMS equipment must
enable the maximal concurrence and less
reprogramming time of the local controllers for
product changes.

2. Petri Nets Definitions

Recent works about the mixing of industrial
standards and DES are [9, 10], where some
service-oriented
frameworks
allow
the
integration of PN models in 2D/3D digital
software tools. The IEC61499 standard is
applied to the design of supervisory control of
AMS in [11]. Manufacturing Execution
Systems(MES) provides specifications to PN in
[12] and decision-making systems are applied
to the design of PN only for a disassembling
process of electronic products in [13].
Specifically, for the case of the ISA-95 and
ISA-88 standards, the approach in [14], defines
partially some models of ISA-88 for batch
production activities and scheduling. Note that
all the previous works are restricted to specific
cases of AMS’s. Some examples of general
modeling frameworks of AMS and product
feasibility using ISA standards, were
preliminary studied in previous work in [15,
16], but for the case of FSA only.

where:

Inspired in [14, 16], this work proposes a
modelling framework applied to any AMS
based in the suggestions of the ISA standards.
Therefore, the main contribution of this paper
is the definition and interconnection of the
generic models of equipment, tasks, storages
and logic precedence, mentioned in the ISA-95,
to construct complex models of AMS that
describes equipment availability, storage
capability,
resources
sharing,
process
restrictions, and others. The framework is more
general than the one given in [14], avoiding the
state explosion and the plant supervision of [15,
16]. To illustrate the PN modeling procedure, a
complete example of a real AMS with the
presence of industrial robots and process
workstations is studied.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes the main concepts of PN. Section 3
explains the ISA-95 and ISA-88 standards.
Section 4 presents the modelling framework.
Section 5 shows the PN models and Section 6
addresses the case of study. Finally Section 7
presents some concluding remarks.
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Definition 1: Based in [1, 2], a PN with finite
capacity is a weighted and bipartite graph given
by a 5-tuple
PN= (P, T, F, W, M0)

(1)



P= {p1,p2,..,pm}and T= {t1,t2,….tn} are the
disjoint sets of nodes called places and
transitions, respectively.




isthe set of arcs,
connecting places to transitions and vice
versa, with elements
, ,
, ,
,
.



W:F
is the function that assigns the
weights to each arc.



:
, expressed as am-entry
vector represents the number of tokens
residing inside each place. Let as the
initial marking. Consider that each
of tokens, i.e.
has a finite capacity
.

The reachability
is the set of all possible
markings reachable from
. A k-thstate or
is achieved
marking in a PN, denoted by
according to the following transition rule:
Definition 2: A transition
is said to be
enabled in a PN with finite capacity if:



, ,
with j=1,…,m and i=1,…,n.
,

,

,

,
.

If is enabled in the k firing in some firing
sequence, then defines the next marking
,

,

(2)

Definition 3:The incidence Matrix for PN with
, an
n transitions and m places is
matrix of integers and its typical entry is
given by
where
,
, . The equation (2) can be
and
also expressed as
after
de k 1th firing, where the control vector
is
a | | 1 vector of zeros except in entry i, that
is equal to 1, where each element of
corresponding to a transition of the PN.
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3. ISA-95 and ISA-88 Standards
The ISA-88 and ISA-95 standards provide the
modelling framework to classify equipment and
control procedures related to the manufacturing
of products. Also, they establish the interface
between management systems, coordination
control and low-level control technologies [8].
The ISA-88 is related for batch control systems
[7], however, the main concepts have been
extended for other continuous and discrete
processes [15]. As shown in Figure1, these
standards propose to establish an Assets Model
(AM) as the hierarchical-modular set of
physical process components and a Procedural
Control Model (PCM) including the control
activities executed in the equipment to carry
out process tasks and finally, the Process
Model (PM) as the result of mixing the AM and
PCM. Note that the PM is not related to a
specific product and it only contains the generic
tasks according to the equipment capabilities.
The recipes or Control Recipe Procedures
(CRP’s) describe with a certain degree of
generality what equipment and procedures must
operate for the manufacturing of one product or
list of products. Next section describes the
application of ISA-88 and ISA-95 for the
modelling methodology of AMS modelling.
Assets
model
Equipment
Process
Cell

Unit

Equipment
module

Procedural
Control Model
Procedural
Elements

Process
model
Resulting
Process
Functionality

Procedure

Process

Unit
Procedure

Process
Stage

Operation

Process
Operation

Phase or
Task

Process
Action

The equipments can be all kind of entities that
are responsible to operate some process tasks,
such as robots, conveyor, machines, people, or
their combinations when they work together.
The tasks consider all actions or jobs performed
by equipments. So, the execution of every task
requires the availability of its responsible
equipment and probably, the use of material
allocated in storages and the precedence of
another tasks to be executed. The storages in
AMS are commonly classified in three types: a)
Manual load-Automatic unload (ML-AU),
appeared as dispensers of raw material like
entries of the AMS, b) Automatic load-Manual
unload (AL-MU), that involves the storages of
final product that exit of the AMS and c)
Automatic load-Automatic unload (AL-AU),
for intermediate storages of subparts of
products placed temporally for the materialhandling devices when the workstations are
busy. Note that the storages can be assumed as
initially full or empty.
The general model is constructed from the
interconnection of the sets described below.
Thus, the evolution of the tasks of AMS
considers the resources and restrictions of the
logical precedences between tasks. The
designer could easily modify or assign more
resources and logical precedences according to
the equipment changes in AMS, preserving the
PN structure.
In order to establish a formal definition of the
PN models, consider:


, as the set of equipment
,…,
where each E ,
1, … , realize tasks
belonging the set
,0
1 .Consider each
let available in
aC E quantity.



as the set of all the process tasks, i.e.
…
,
and
as the start and
1, … , .Define
end of the task
, respectively. All the
start and end of tasks are included in the
general sets
and
,
.
,



the set of storages,
,…,
Let
where
1, … ,
is the
ℓ , with ℓ
capacity
of
the
storage
Aℓ .Let
,
be
the
sets
of
ℓ
ℓ
transitions for the load and unload of the
,…,
storage
ℓ .If

Recipe

Figure 1. ISA-88 and ISA-95 Reference Model

4. Modelling Framework
According to the ISA-88 and ISA-95 standards,
the general model is obtained from the
definition and interconnection of basic models
of sets of equipment ( ), process tasks ( ),
storage ( )and restriction of logical
precedences (DL).
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and
,…,
are the
sets of manual loads and manual unloads
transitions, then
,
for the
◦
ℓ 
ℓ 
case of ML-AU.
for the
,
◦
ℓ 
ℓ 
case of AL-MU.
◦
,
for
the
ℓ 
ℓ 
case of AL-AU.
Note that the automatic load or unload of the
storage is assumed when a process task of
material-handling is executed.


Let
,
, be the logic precedences
and
, indicating
between the tasks
that the task T should be completed to
enable the start of the task
. The
precedences between any pair of tasks is
suggested by the ISA-95. However, it can be
extended for the case of the conjunction of
many tasks, as treated below. Define DL as
the set of all the possible logic precedences.
 fT  E 

E
C E i 

A

 A  sT

Ai

AL-AU

E  sT 

Ei

,

) (fT
,

)
,

The initial marking
and finite capacity of
places are described in the next section. Also, a
major explanation about the classification of
precedences is studied in Section 5d.
Note that the quantity of tokens contained in
the places of equipments, storage conditioning
the firing of the start of task. When a task is
being executed, a token is collocated in its
respective place. When a task has finished, the
tokens of availability of its equipment and
storages are returned and the conditions of
precedences are activated for the beginning of
subsequent tasks. The three types of storages
are illustrated in Figure 2. Observe that only the
possible arcs Fdefined in the equation 3,
appears in the scheme of Figure 2.
In a main perspective, the network does not
contain self-loop, is non-ordinary, it has finite
capacity and bounded [1].The structure of the
PT

DL

PT  fT 
Tij
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Figure 2. General PN model

Using the previous definitions, Figure 2 shows
a scheme of the PN general structure proposed.
Based in equation 1, the PN model proposed is
given by
, , ,

,

(3)

PN has vivacity and reversibility guaranteeing
the dynamical evolution of the AMS. In the
next section, the basic models and a complete
explanation about their construction is given.

5. Definition of PN Basic Models

where


5.1 Equipment model (E)



The Figure 3 shows the PN “equipment model”
where a place is associated to each equipment.
This equipment place contains initially the
quantity C E of tokens. Then, an arc is drawn
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from the equipment place to each start
transition of the tasks related toE .It establishes
that an equipment device makes a task at a
time. Similarly, when an end task transition is
fired, a token is returned to the equipment
place, allowing the resource availability again.

end of tasks or manual operation, depending if
the storage is ML-AU, AL-MU or AL-AU.

If the AMS increases the number of the same
type of equipment , this modification involves
only the addition of tokens in the place of .
Therefore, the topology of the framework does
not change and permits concurrency, i.e.
different tasks of the same equipment can be
used at the same time using various the
equipment resources. The arcs and their
weights, capacity and initial marking of places
are given by





,
,
=
and j=0, … ,



,

,
, i=1,…,n,

,
1 .
=1

,

.

Capacity and initial marking
,





ℓ

for ML-AU or AL-AU storages.



, ℓ
=
for AL-MU or AL-AU storages.



=
,
for ML-AU.

ℓ


ℓ

ℓ

ℓ

,

=
ℓ,
for AL-MU storages.



K Aℓ



0, when the storage is initially
M Aℓ
empty and
when is
ℓ
ℓ
initially full.

ℓ

fTrs , mTinb

Uin  A 

1, . . , .
,

fTij Tij  H Ei 

ℓ,

.

1



Arcs

Capacity and initial marking

Arcs and weight



The arcs and their weights, capacity and initial
marking of places are given by

C ( Ei )

A
M 0  A 

wout



sTij , mToutb

 U out  A 

Figure 4. PN Model of storage

1, . . , .
Ei



win

.



sTij Tij  H Ei 

Note that the weights of input or output arcs
contained in the sets win and woutof the Figure
4, are chosen according to the number of
material that arrives or leaves the storage.

5.3 Logic precedences (DL)
Figure 3. PN Model of equipment

5.2 Storage model (A)
Figure 4 shows the PN “storage model”. This
model is similar to the equipment model. The
place associated to each storage, initially
contains
tokens that represent the
ℓ
amount of raw material, parts, or final product
in the storage. The storage capacity is given by
ℓ , invalidating any new entry when the
storage is full. Each transition belonging to
ℓ removes a token from the storage
place, through an arc with the weight according
to the number of material extracted from the
task start or manual transition. The token will
be returned with an arc drawing from the
transitions that belong to
ℓ to the storage
place.
Remember
that
the
sets
ℓ and
ℓ could include the start or

The logic precedences represent a correct
functional flow of the tasks during the AMS
execution. There exist two kinds of precedences:
Direct logical precedences (DL-direct) and
Inverse logical precedences (DL-inverse).
A DL-direct is established when, in the normal
functional flow of the AMS operation, a
previous task enables the beginning of a
subsequent task. Figure 5ashows a simple
graphical representation of a DL-direct between
tasks and
, where the boxes are tasks(leftside = start and right-side=end). The diagram
represents that the nfamount of end-tasks of
enables the ns starts of
. The PN translation
of the DL-direct is given in the Figure 5b. Note
that the initial marking is equal to zero.
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T ij

nf

ns

fTij
ns

T rs

DL

start of one subsequent task after the finish of
various tasks and finally, the row 3a presents
the general case where multiple previous tasks
enable multiple subsequent tasks. In the same
way, the models of the rows 1b, 2b, 3b of
Figure 7, address the same models but for DLinverse precedences.

sTrs
nf

DL ij , rs 
a)

b)

Figure 5. PN model of DL-direct

ADL-inverse occurs when the finish of a
posterior task enables again the start of an initial
task, in a normal functional flow of the AMS.
For example, when the end of a lathe machining
enables the feeding of a new part again. Figure
6a shows a DL-inverse, where the continuous
line has been changed to a dotted line. Now, the
nf occurrences of the end of the subsequent
enable the start of the ns occurrences of . Note
that the tokens in the place of the DL-inverse is
different to zero, because it is necessary to
enable the begin of the task in a first-time of
the functional flow. This quantity of tokens is
given by α calculated according to the minimum
tokens to enable the initial task including the
quantity of the related equipment.
ns

nf

T rs

Tij

fTrs
ns

1a

nf

ns

nf z

T rs
ns

ns

DL

fTij

sTkm

nf1

ns

T ij

nf z
DLij , km  ....  rs 

fTrs ns

nf z

Tkm

fTij ns1

ns1

2a

fTkm

Tkm nf
T rs

ns z
b)

T ij

sTkm

sTrs

fTkm ns DLij  km  ......, rs 
z

ns1

T ij



DL
nf

T rs

Tkm nf ns z

sTij

nf z
DL rs , ij  km  ...

nf

Tij

sTrs

DL nf1

nf1
T rs

2b

Figure 6. PN model of DL-inverse

Tkm

1b

DL rs, ij 
a)

nf1

T ij

ns

sTij

DL



Table 1 summarizes the suggested initial
marking, limited capacity and weights of the
arcs of the DL-direct or DL-inverse
precedences of the Figures 5, 6 and 7.Similar to

nf1 ns1

ns1


fTrs

nf

DL

sTij

ns z DLkm  rs  ..., ij 

fTij ns1 DL nf1

T rs

nf

sTrs

3a

If the DL-direct or DL-inverse presents the
conjunction of different tasks, the models of
Figures 5 and 6 can be extended to the models
of the Figure 7.
The generalized models for DL-direct are
presented in the rows 1a, 2a and 3a of the
Figure 7. The row 1a shows how a previous
task enables the beginning of one or (“  ”)
more subsequent tasks. The row 2a shows the

Tkm

ns1

nf z ns z

nf z sT
fTkm ns z
lp
DL ij  km  ..., rs  lp  ...

T lp

Tij

T rs

T km

T lp

nf1

fTrs

ns1

DL
nf1

sTij



3b

ns z

nf z

nf z sTkm
fTlp ns z
DL rs  lp  ..., ij  km  ...

Figure 7. Logic Precedences for the case of
multiple tasks

Table 1. M0 (DL), K(DL) and weights for precedence

Logic
Precedence

Directs

Inverses

168

M 0 DL 

1a
2a
3a
1b
2b
3b

0
0
0
0

K DL 

C ( Ei )
C ( Ei )
max(C ( Ei...k ))
max(C ( Ei...k ))
  ns * nf
  ns * max(nf y )
  max(ns x ) * nf
  max(ns x ) * max(nf y )
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the previous cases of Figures 5 and 6, the initial
marking for a DL-direct isM DL
0, but for
α,where α 1 is
a DL-inverse is M DL
defined as the calculation of the minimum
amount of tokens needed to enable a first-time
the initial task. As shown in the Table 1, the
calculation of α contemplates the multiplication
of the maximum value of the weights of the
arcs of subsequent tasks, denoted by the
quantifier max(●). Note that the capacity
K(DL) is the same value of the initial marking
for the case of DL-inverse precedences.




,

=1,

,

.

= 1,

.

Capacity and initial marking


,



1, . . , .

0.

Next section presents a complete case of
study of an assembly AMS using the
proposed methodology.

6. Case of Study

5.4 Process tasks (PT)
The process task is the central model of the
framework. Figure 8 shows the PN model of a
process task T . A place is associated to each
task (named task-place) attached to two
transitions related to the start and end of this
task. The start-task transition, denoted by sT ,
depends of the available tokens from the
, storages
equipment
ℓ where
and the logic precedences DL
ℓ
required to enable the start of the task T .

6.1 AMS Description
Figure 9 shows the AMS of the case of study. It
can be divided in a machining station of
subparts, matrix storage and an assembly
station. The machining station includes two
CNC machines, Lathe (LT) and Mill (MI) and a
six-DOF Gantry robot (GR)that moves the raw
material from an automatic Hexagonal-shaped
storage (HS) to these two machines. The raw
materials manually placed in the columns of the

sTij

fTij

Tij

Ei

Ei

A sTij  U out  A 
 DL rs  lp  ..., ij  km  ... 

A fTij  U in  A 

Task Tij in execution

DLij  km  ..., rs  lp  ...,

Figure 8. PN Model of a process task

When sT is fired, a token is assigned in the
task-place, indicating its execution. Once the
task T finishes, the end-task transition fT is
fired,it removes the token of the task-place and,
as mentioned above, returns the tokens to the
equipment E , the storages Aℓ where fT
U Aℓ , and some precedences DL for the
beginning of subsequent tasks. Note that the
capacity of the task-place depends of the
number of available equipments E for the
execution of the task. So, the arcs and their
weights, capacity and initial marking of the
places are given by
Arcs and weight


,
j=0,…,ki-1,



,

=
1,

.

, i=1,…,n
.
i =1,..,nj=0,…ki-

HS, each assigned previously for the LT or the
MI. Note in the scheme of Figure 9 that the HS,
MI, LT and the local controller of the GR are
connected to a PLC1.
When the LT or MI have finished, the GR
moves the machined parts to the matrix
storages (MS). The MS is a 6×7 array that
contains a XY Cartesian Robot (CR)equipped
with a pneumatic gripper that receives the parts
directly from the GR and put the pieces in one
of the slots. Note that every column is assigned
to storage the pieces processed for each
machine or the final assembly product. The
presence sensors of the slots of the MS and the
local controller of the CR are connected to a
different PLC2.
Finally, when an assembly product is required,
the subparts are moved from the MS using the
CR and GR devices and placed in the point A of
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station and the local controller of the AR are
connected to a PLC4.

the Conveyor Belt (CB), to be transported to
point B. Points A and B are loading/unloading
devices with pallet detection and the CB is oneway traffic. When the parts arrive to point B,
they are introduced to the temporal buffers
(BUF-LT and BUF-MI) in the assembly station.
Once the necessary subparts are gathered, a sixDOF Assembly Robot (AR) with interchangeable
HS

LT

Note that there is a distributed control of the
AMS decomposed in four PLC’s, as shown in
Figure 10. A control computer has
communication with the master PLC3 only, and
the slaves PLC’s are linked by a PROFIBUS-

GR

MI

CR

CB

MS

AR

AS

HS= Hexagonal storage
GR= Gantry Robot

PLC1+GR+LT+MI

LT=Lathe
MI=Mill

MS= Matrix Storage
CR= Cartesian Robot

LT

CB= Conveyor belt
AR= A465 Robot
AS= Assembly station

PLC2+CR

MI

MS

HS
HS-LT

CR

GR

HS-MI

MS-LT
MS-MI
MS-FP

Machining station
PLC3+PLC4+AR

Matrix storage

A
CB

B
AS
BUF
LT

BUF
MI

AR

Assembly station

Figure 9. Photo and scheme of the AMS

PC

PLC4 Siemens S7-300 (Master)

P-DP

P-DP
PLC1
SiemensS7-200

GPIO
GR

P-DP

PLC2
Siemens S7-200

PLC3
Siemens S7-200

GPIO

GPIO
HS

MI

LT

CR

MS

CB

AR

AS

Figure 10. Controllers network

grippers and pneumatic clamping mechanisms,
together a group of pneumatic devices, assemble
the final product. After that, this product is
transported from point B to point A to be placed
in the column of final product of the MS, trough
GR and CR actions. It is assumed that the final
product is taken out manually by a posterior
process. The CB is controlled by a PLC3
(master PLC) and the elements of the assembly
170
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DP network. Each local controller of the robots
(GR, CR and AR) is communicated to its
respective PLC through the General Port of
Input-Output (GPIO) as shown in Figure 10.

6.2

Tasks
definition
and
logic
precedences using ISA standards

Based on the industrial standard ISA-95 and
ISA-88, an Assets Model and a Procedural
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Control Model for the AMS is proposed
according to the Figure 11. For the construction
of the Assets Model, the main strategy is to
separate the material-handling system from
process workstations of the AMS as shown
Figure 11. Note that due to the physical
restrictions of functionality, some equipments
work together always, therefore can be
considered as a unique functional unit, for

The Procedural Control Model is defined in the
below part of Figure 11, where the process
tasks are identified and assigned to each
Assets model

Manufacturing Cell

Process Cell level

Material-Handling System

Unit level

GR+CR

Equipment level

Tasks level

example GR and CR. Also, the AR appears
twice because it performs as material-handling
system, when moves the subparts in the
temporal buffers in the assembly station, and
also participates in the assembly of the products.

T10

...

Process

CB+AR

T20

T16

...

LT

T22

T30

...

MI

T3X

T40

AS+AR

...

T4X

T50

...

T5X

Procedural Control Model

Figure 11. Task decomposition using the ISA standards
Table 2. Task decomposition according ISA standards
T10. GR transports from HS to LT
T11. GR tansports from HS to MI
T12. GR+CR transport from LT to MS-LT
E1=
H(E1) T13. GR+CR transport from MI to MS-MI
GR+CR
T14. GR+CR transport a LT part from MS-LT to CB (point A)
T15. GR+CR transport a MI part from MS-MI to CB (point A)
MaterialT16. GR transports from CB (point A) to MS (FP column)
Handling
System
T20. CB+AR transport a LT part from CB (point A) to CB
Manuf.
(point B) and local buffers of AS.
Cell
E2=
H(E2) T21. CB+AR transport a MI part from CB (point A) to CB
CB+AR
(point B) and local buffers of AS.
T22. CB transport FP from CB (point B) to CB (point A)

Process

E3=LT

H(E3) T30. Machining process of LT

E4=MI

H(E4) T40. Machining process of MI

E5=
AS+AR

H(E5) T50. Assembly of the product MLLM

T12

T11
LT
T30

T10

MI
T40

T13

MS

HS
inLT

HS-LT

MS-LT

CR

GR

HS-MI

MS-MI
MS-FP

T16

inMI
T21
T20

A

CB

outFP

T14
T15
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T22

AS
BUF
LT

BUF
MI

AR
T50

Figure 12. AMS scheme with trajectories of tasks
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equipment of the AMS. Note that, for
simplicity, it is considered only a task for LT
and MI and a final assembly product composed
by two parts manufactured by the LT and MI
(denoted by MLLM). Also it is restricted that
the CB transports a work piece at a time. The
process tasks are briefly described in the Table
2. For a more clear explanation of all process
tasks, Figure 12 presents graphically the
trajectories of the tasks in the AMS.

but enables more concurrency of the tasks and
the capacities of production of the AMS. In the
top-down order of appearance of the logical
precedences,
M0(DL)= 0,0,1,1,0,0,2,2,1,0,0,0,0 , K(DL)=
1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,1,1,1,1,1 ,
These values were obtained from calculus of
the Table 1.For a practical implementation of
the control of the AMS, note that the task

ns=2

inLT

HSLT

T10

T30

T12

T14
T20

A3

A1
inMI

MSLT

BUF
LT

nf=2

A5

T50

nf=2
HSMI

T11

T40

T13

A2

MSMI

T15

T21

BUF
MI

T22

T16

MSFP

outFP

A7

A6

A4
ns=2

Figure 13. Diagram of precedences of the AMS

The logic precedences between tasks of the
AMS are presented in Figure 13 using a
Precedences Diagram suggested by the ISA-95.
Note that Figure 13 does not refer to some
product sequences; it only contains the
relations of precedences between pairs of tasks
and the storages due to process restrictions. For
example, the Task T30 always begins only if the
GR puts one work piece in it (finish of task
T10), and so on. Similar to the section 5C, the
continuous lines represent DL-directs and the
dotted lines represent DL-inverses, some of
them include multi-tasks with the values of nf
and ns explained before. The storages are
included as circles and they appear between
DL-direct precedences.

6.3 PN model of the AMS
Applying the PN models described in the
section 5, we obtain 5 equipment models, 7
storages models, 13 process task models, 8 DLdirect and 5 DL-inverse precedences models
Their interconnection is given in the general
PN model of the Figure 14 using some
connectors (hexagonal symbols) for a more
clarity. Note that in the PN model, it is possible
to visualize the places of storages and manuals
events in the left side, the equipments and tasks
in the middle side and the logical precedences
in the right side of Figure 14. For the
equipment
models
and
storages:
M0(E)= 1,1,1,1,1 , K(E)= 1,1,1,1,1 , M0(A)
= 4,4,0,0,0,0,0 , K(A)= 4,4,4,4,4,4,4 . Note
that the change of these parameters does not
involve any change in the structure of the PN,
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executions can be programmed in the controller
network by communicating only the firing of
the transitions to a high-level control, which
could be programmed in the main computer
based on the dynamical behaviour of the
general PN model.
Comparing with the conventional PN
modelling presented in [14], our approach
considers more suggestions of the ISA
standards including different types of storages,
the interactions of storages and the
transportation tasks, the analysis of single or
multiple logical dependences and the addition
of inverse logic precedences. Also, the
modelling framework encompasses more real
complex manufacturing systems than the
simple example given in [14].

7. Conclusions
This work presents a methodology for the
discrete-event modelling of AMS based on the
task decomposition proposed by the industrial
standards ISA-95 and ISA-88 and its
translation to generic PN models. The
interconnection of equipment, storages, process
tasks and inter-tasks logical precedences
composes a general PN model that describes
the maximal concurrency obeying the process
restrictions. The framework allows the
possibility to modify the amount of equipment
or storage limitations without changes in the
network topology, preserving its static
properties. Also, the task-based modelling
gives a clear separation between the generic
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Figure 14. General PN model of the AMS

process tasks related to the equipment
capacities and their interconnections for the
manufacturing of different and concurrent
products. The PN model provides the
dynamical structure for a high-level
coordination of the AMS in a control computer
and the set up of the process tasks, which can
be programmed in the local controllers. The
modelling framework is a systematic method to
close the concepts of Discrete-event systems in
an engineering manufacturing context.
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